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IntroductionIntroduction

LexiconLexicon—— ideally collection of all words of   ideally collection of all words of   
a languagea language

Information stored in a lexiconInformation stored in a lexicon--
Phonetic informationPhonetic information

pronunciationpronunciation

Semantic informationSemantic information
meaningmeaning

Grammatical informationGrammatical information
transitivity and intransitivity (verbs) , count vs. mass (noun)transitivity and intransitivity (verbs) , count vs. mass (noun)
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LexiconLexicon

Example of “eat” in the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary

eat /i:t/ v (pt ate /et/; pp eaten /i:tn/):1. sth (up) to food into the mouth,chew and swallow it: he was too ill to eat

Lexical entry

Pronunciation

Grammatical information
Meaning

Category
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Mental lexiconMental lexicon

Mental Lexicon: information stored in the mind of Mental Lexicon: information stored in the mind of 
a native speaker a native speaker 

Native speakers store informationNative speakers store information
Phonetic informationPhonetic information

pronunciationpronunciation

Semantic informationSemantic information
meaningmeaning

Grammatical informationGrammatical information
transitivity transitivity vs.intransitivityvs.intransitivity (verbs), count vs. mass (noun)(verbs), count vs. mass (noun)

Additional information Additional information 
use of  a word in a new context, syntactic environment of a worduse of  a word in a new context, syntactic environment of a word, , 

wordword--formation ruleformation rule
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Example of Mental LexiconExample of Mental Lexicon

Example of eat in a native speaker’s mind

Pronunciation: long /i:/ is used in eat

Grammatical information: past tense is ate /et/

Word-formation rules: /-s/ is the third person singular present tense  marker      

as in   he eats

Meaning: 1. Take in solid food: she ate a banana

2. Take a meal: we did not eat until 10 P.M

3. Worry or cause anxiety in a persistent way: what’s eating you         

up

Syntactic Information: eat needs an agent to perform the action.
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Lexicon in Computational LinguisticsLexicon in Computational Linguistics

Lexicon meant for Natural Language Processing (NLP) must 
have the following properties:

Morphological information

Parts of speech information

Rules should be there to deal with both regular and irregular forms
e.g  ate (past tense of eat)

men (plural of man)

Semantic information

Can handle lexical ambiguity 

Syntactic information

Action verbs will always have an agent
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MotivationMotivation

Why are verbs chosen?Why are verbs chosen?
verbs are the binding agent in a sentence verbs are the binding agent in a sentence 
not much attention given to this categorynot much attention given to this category
related works:related works: Amarkosha, English Wordnet, Euro Wordnet,  Amarkosha, English Wordnet, Euro Wordnet,  

Framenet and VerbnetFramenet and Verbnet

What is the necessity of the hierarchical structure?What is the necessity of the hierarchical structure?
hierarchical structure provides useful component for natural hierarchical structure provides useful component for natural 
language processing language processing 
property inheritance facilitates lexical knowledge building

e.g. walk inherits the properties of move
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English Verb Knowledge Base English Verb Knowledge Base 
(EVKB)(EVKB)

English VKB usesEnglish VKB uses
British National Corpus (BNC)British National Corpus (BNC)
WordNet 2.1, Oxford Advanced Genie, WordNet 2.1, Oxford Advanced Genie, 
Cambridge Advanced LearnerCambridge Advanced Learner’’s Dictionarys Dictionary
Specifications and the knowledge base of the    Specifications and the knowledge base of the    
UNL system UNL system 
LevinLevin’’s English verb classes and their    s English verb classes and their    
alternation alternation 
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LevinLevin’’s English verb classes and their s English verb classes and their 
alternationalternation

Syntactic behavior of a verb is semantically determinedSyntactic behavior of a verb is semantically determined

Investigated for 3200 English verbsInvestigated for 3200 English verbs
200 semantic classes of verbs200 semantic classes of verbs

Example classes:Example classes:

verbs of putting, verbs of communication, correspond verbs of putting, verbs of communication, correspond 
verbs etc.verbs etc.

Verbs within a class share a number of alternationsVerbs within a class share a number of alternations
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Type of AlternationType of Alternation

Alternations
Refer to the argument structure of the verbs
Type of AlternationsType of Alternations

Transitivity AlternationTransitivity Alternation
Middle alternation, Causative alternation,  Middle alternation, Causative alternation,  
Substance  alternation.Substance  alternation.

Dative AlternationDative Alternation
Locative AlternationLocative Alternation

Clear alternation, Material Product alternation,Clear alternation, Material Product alternation,
Fulfilling alternationFulfilling alternation
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Transitivity AlternationTransitivity Alternation

1a. Jannet broke the cup.

b. The cup broke.

Alternation Pattern:  

‘NP1 NP2 V’

with ‘NP cause to V intransitive’
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Tree Diagram of Transitive Tree Diagram of Transitive 
AlternationAlternation

S

NP VP

N PV N

spec N

Jannet broke the cup
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Tree Diagram of Transitive alternation Tree Diagram of Transitive alternation 
((contdcontd……))

S

NP VP

broke

V

The

spec N

cup
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The Universal Networking The Universal Networking 
LanguageLanguage

Universal Networking Language (UNL)Universal Networking Language (UNL)
computer understandable language to express and     computer understandable language to express and     

represent informationrepresent information.

UNL system is composed ofUNL system is composed of
Universal words (UW)        : VocabularyUniversal words (UW)        : Vocabulary
Relations, attributes           : SyntaxRelations, attributes           : Syntax
UNL knowledge base (KB): SemanticsUNL knowledge base (KB): Semantics
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Universal WordUniversal Word

[[बेटाबेटा]] ““boy(iclboy(icl>son)>son)””; ; She has three girls and She has three girls and 
one boyone boy

[[लड़कालड़का]] ““boy(iclboy(icl>male)>male)””; ; 
There is a new boy in our class at schoolThere is a new boy in our class at school

[[नौनौकरकर]] ““boy(iclboy(icl>servant)>servant)”” ; ; The tea stall owner The tea stall owner 
does not pay his boys welldoes not pay his boys well
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RelationRelation

agtagt (agent) (agent) AgtAgt defines a thing which initiates an action.defines a thing which initiates an action.
agtagt (do, thing)(do, thing)
SyntaxSyntax

agtagt[":"<Compound UW[":"<Compound UW--ID>] "(" {<UW1>|":"<Compound UWID>] "(" {<UW1>|":"<Compound UW--ID>} ID>} 
"," {<UW2>|":"<Compound UW"," {<UW2>|":"<Compound UW--ID>} ")" ID>} ")" 

Detailed DefinitionDetailed Definition
Agent is defined as the relation between:Agent is defined as the relation between:
UW1 UW1 -- do, anddo, and
UW2 UW2 -- a thinga thing
where:where:

UW2 initiates UW1, orUW2 initiates UW1, or

UW2 is thought of as having a direct role in making UW1 happen. UW2 is thought of as having a direct role in making UW1 happen. 
Examples and readingsExamples and readings

agt(break(iclagt(break(icl>do), >do), John(iclJohn(icl>person)) >person)) John broke the glassJohn broke the glass
obj(break(iclobj(break(icl>do), >do), glass(iclglass(icl>thing)) >thing)) 
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Relation (contRelation (cont……))

objobj (object)(object) objobj defines a thing in focus that is directly affected by an defines a thing in focus that is directly affected by an 
event or state.event or state.

SyntaxSyntax
objobj [[““: : ””<Compound UW<Compound UW--ID>] ID>] ““((””{<UW1>|{<UW1>|““::””<Compound UW<Compound UW--ID>} ID>} ““,,””

{<UW2>|{<UW2>|““::””<Compound UW<Compound UW--ID>} ID>} ““))””

Detailed DefinitionDetailed Definition
An affected thing is defined as the relation between:An affected thing is defined as the relation between:
UW1 UW1 –– an event or state, andan event or state, and
UW2 UW2 –– a thing,a thing,
where:where:
UW2 is thought of as directly affected by an event or state.UW2 is thought of as directly affected by an event or state.

Examples and readingsExamples and readings
obj(melt(iclobj(melt(icl>become),>become), ice(iclice(icl>thing)) >thing)) the ice meltedthe ice melted
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AttributesAttributes

Used to describe what is said from the Used to describe what is said from the 
speaker's point of view.speaker's point of view.

In particular captures number, tense, In particular captures number, tense, 
aspect and modality information.aspect and modality information.
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Example AttributesExample Attributes

I saw flowersI saw flowers
UNL:  UNL:  obj(see(iclobj(see(icl>do).@past, >do).@past, flower(iclflower(icl>thing).@pl)>thing).@pl)

Did I see flowers?Did I see flowers?
UNL:  UNL:  obj(see(iclobj(see(icl>do).@past.@interrogative,>do).@past.@interrogative,

flower(iclflower(icl>thing).@pl)>thing).@pl)
Please see the flowersPlease see the flowers

UNL:  UNL:  obj(see(iclobj(see(icl>>do).@present.@requestdo).@present.@request,,
flower(iclflower(icl>thing).@pl.@definite)>thing).@pl.@definite)
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UNL graph for a sentenceUNL graph for a sentence

objagt

ins

@ entry. @ present

rice(icl>food)

John(iof>person)

spoon(icl>artifact)

eat(icl>do)

John eats rice with a spoon
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Verbal Concepts in UNLVerbal Concepts in UNL

Verbal concepts in UNL are organized into three Verbal concepts in UNL are organized into three 
categoriescategories

(icl>do) (icl>do) for defining the concept of an event which is caused by for defining the concept of an event which is caused by 
something or someonesomething or someone

change (icl>do) : as in change (icl>do) : as in She changed the dressShe changed the dress

(icl>occur) (icl>occur) for defining the concept of an event that happens of its for defining the concept of an event that happens of its 
own accordown accord

change (icl>occur) : as in change (icl>occur) : as in The weather will changeThe weather will change

(icl>be) (icl>be) for defining the concept of a for defining the concept of a state verbstate verb
remember (icl>be) : as in remember (icl>be) : as in Do you remember me?Do you remember me?
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Verbal Concepts in KBVerbal Concepts in KB

dodo

denotes verbs of actiondenotes verbs of action
defines the concept of an event, which is caused by defines the concept of an event, which is caused by 
something or somebodysomething or somebody
contains all the verbal concepts for which an initiator is contains all the verbal concepts for which an initiator is 
requiredrequired
agtagt is the compulsory relation is the compulsory relation 
other case relations used are other case relations used are golgol, , insins, , metmet, , oplopl, , objobj, , ptnptn
and and srcsrc
eateat is a is a ““dodo”” verb which is always associated with an verb which is always associated with an 
initiator that initiates the act of  eating initiator that initiates the act of  eating 
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Verbal Concepts in KBVerbal Concepts in KB

occuroccur
defines the concept of an event that happens of its defines the concept of an event that happens of its 
own accordown accord
implies all verbal concepts which are considered as implies all verbal concepts which are considered as 
lacking an initiatorlacking an initiator
tthe concept always has an he concept always has an objobj relation which is relation which is 
normally the subject of the verbnormally the subject of the verb
objobj relation is compulsory relation is compulsory 
other case relations are: other case relations are: golgol and and srcsrc
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Verbal Concepts in KBVerbal Concepts in KB

be
denotes verbs of state denotes verbs of state 
aojaoj relation is compulsoryrelation is compulsory
other case relation is : other case relation is : objobj
know know is a is a ““bebe”” verb in the expression verb in the expression I know I know 
itit
knowknow indicates the state of knowingindicates the state of knowing
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The The do do HierarchyHierarchy

do(agtdo(agt>>thing{,^golthing{,^gol>>thing,iclthing,icl>>do,^objdo,^obj>>thing,^ptnthing,^ptn>>thing,^srcthing,^src>thing})>thing})

do(agtdo(agt>volitional >volitional thing{,iclthing{,icl>>do(agtdo(agt>thing)})>thing)})

do(agtdo(agt>living >living thing{,iclthing{,icl>>do(agtdo(agt>volitional thing)})>volitional thing)})

do(agtdo(agt>human{>living >human{>living thing,iclthing,icl>>do(agtdo(agt>living thing)})>living thing)})

do(agtdo(agt>>thing,golthing,gol>>thing{,iclthing{,icl>do, ^>do, ^objobj>>thing,^ptnthing,^ptn>>thing,^srcthing,^src>thing})>thing})
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Organization of Organization of dodo verbs in UNLverbs in UNL

do verb with only agt relation is the top node 

symbol “^” specifies the not relation 

second node in the figure shows that do appearing with agt and gol

relation is the child of the top node 

symbol ‘ ’ along with indentation stands for the parent-child 

relationship

do(agt>thing{,^gol>thing,icl>do,^obj>thing,^ptn>thing,^src>thing})
do(agt>volitional thing{,icl>do(agt>thing)})

do(agt>living thing{,icl>do(agt>volitional thing)})
do(agt>thing,gol>thing{,icl>do,^obj>thing,^ptn>thing,^src>thing})
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Semantic organization of Semantic organization of dodo verbs in verbs in 
UNLUNL

justification of the ontological organization for the 
hierarchy

"fly(icl>move{>act}(agt>living thing))" 

do(agt>thing)

do(agt>volitional thing)

do(agt>living thing)

do(agt>human)
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Methodology for Building English Methodology for Building English 
VKBVKB

The work is divided into two phasesThe work is divided into two phases
Phase IPhase I

initially verbs were taken from Levininitially verbs were taken from Levin’’s classess classes
at present high frequency verbs are selected from    at present high frequency verbs are selected from    
BNC BNC listlist
senses are specified usingsenses are specified using

Wordnet 2.1 (WN)Wordnet 2.1 (WN), , Oxford Advanced GenieOxford Advanced Genie, and, and Cambridge Cambridge 
LearnerLearner’’s Dictionarys Dictionary
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Phase I (Phase I (contdcontd……))

UNL relations are specified for each UNL relations are specified for each 
conceptconcept

these are actually these are actually sentence framessentence frames of a verb of a verb 
the hierarchy specifies only the compulsory relations the hierarchy specifies only the compulsory relations 
help is taken from  help is taken from  

LevinLevin’’s Classes, sentence frames of Wordnet and sentences from thes Classes, sentence frames of Wordnet and sentences from the

corpus and the dictionariescorpus and the dictionaries

Attributes are assigned to each conceptAttributes are assigned to each concept
these attributes are these attributes are grammaticogrammatico--semanticsemantic in nature in nature 

For example, For example, [[VOA, VTRANSVOA, VTRANS]]
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List of Semantic AttributesList of Semantic Attributes
Verb of Action (VOA)

Act (VOA-ACT)
Bodily Action (VOA-ACT-BODLY)
Deliberate Action (VOA-DLBRT)
Mental Action (VOA-ACT-MNTL)
Motion  (VOA-ACT-MOTN)
Change (VOA-CHNG)
Cognition (VOA-COGN)
Communication (VOA-COMM)
Completion (VOA-CMPLT)
Consumption (VOA-CNSMP)
Contact (VOA-CNTCT)
Expression (VOA-EXPR)

Physical Expression (VOA-PHSCL-EXPR)
Mental Expression (VOA-MNTL-EXPR)

Verb of Occur (VOO)
Change (VOO-CHNG)
Event  (VOO-EVENT)

Verb of State (VOS)
Physical State (VOS-PHSCL-STE)
Mental State (VOS-MNTL-STE)
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Phase IIPhase II
Sentence frames specified in linguistic termsSentence frames specified in linguistic terms

Noun Phrase (NP), Complementizer Phrase (CP), Noun Phrase (NP), Complementizer Phrase (CP), 
Prepositional Phrase (PP)Prepositional Phrase (PP)

Classification of preposition is made for this Classification of preposition is made for this 
purpose purpose ((semantic_classification_prep.txtsemantic_classification_prep.txt))

complement PPcomplement PP’’s  are mentioned along with the name s  are mentioned along with the name 
of the group and set of possible prepositionsof the group and set of possible prepositions , , 

example,example,

put(icl>move(agt>person,obj>thing,gol>place{loc_prep[in/on/into/under/over]}))
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Preposition ClassificationPreposition Classification

Locative

Temporal

anteriority duration posteriority static

Manner

Measure

Stative

source position direction

change situation cause goal

Preposition
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Partial hierarchy of Partial hierarchy of put put in VKBin VKB

“put”
({icl>do(}agt>person,obj>thing,gol>place{loc_prep[in/on/into/under/over]}))
NP1-NP2-PP
[VTRANS,VOA-ACT, VOA-ACT-BODLY,VOA-ACT-DLBRT,VOA-ACT-MOTN,VLTN]

“arrange”
(icl>put{>move}(agt>person,obj>thing,gol>place{loc_prep[in/on/into/under/along]}))
NP1-NP2-PP
[]

”heap”
(icl>arrange{>put}(agt>person,obj>thing,gol>place {loc_prep[around/in/into]}))
NP1-NP2-PP
[]
”pack”

(icl>arrange{>put}(agt>person,obj>thing,gol>place {loc_prep[in/into]}))
NP1-NP2-PP
[]
”pile”
(icl>arrange{>put}(agt>person,obj>thing,gol>place {loc_prep[in/on/into]}))  
NP1-NP2-PP
[]
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Sample Example Sample Example 

““arrangearrange
(icl>put{>(icl>put{>move}(agtmove}(agt>>person,objperson,obj>>thing,golthing,gol>place>place

((loc_prep{inloc_prep{in/on/into/under/along})))/on/into/under/along})))””
[[VTRANS,VOA-ACT, VOA-ACT-BODLY,VOA-ACT-

DLBRT,VOA-ACT-MOTN,VLTN]]
NP1NP1--NP2NP2--PPPP
She arranged her birthday cards along the shelf.She arranged her birthday cards along the shelf.
(to put something in a particular order)(to put something in a particular order)

verb UNL relations

Restriction 
part

Attribute set Sentence frame

Example 
sentence

PP 
type

Gloss
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Application Oriented Features Application Oriented Features 
of the Hierarchyof the Hierarchy

System compatibilitySystem compatibility
concept are represented in a machine concept are represented in a machine 
understandable language understandable language 
notations and delimiters are chosen such that they notations and delimiters are chosen such that they 
do not conflict and clearly define the boundaries of do not conflict and clearly define the boundaries of 
each field in VKB to make them easy to parseeach field in VKB to make them easy to parse

Coverage of verbal concepts in the Coverage of verbal concepts in the 
languagelanguage
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PolysemyPolysemy

•put
He put her to the torture. 
(to cause someone to undergo something)
(icl>subject(agt>person,obj>person))

• put
He's putting pressure on me to change my mind     
(to make sb/sth feel sth or be affected by sth; to  
impose sth on  sb/sth)
({icl>cause(}agt>person,obj>person))

•put
We put the time of arrival at 8 P.M.        
(to estimate)
(icl>estimate{>judge}(aoj>person,obj>thing))
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Application of the HierarchyApplication of the Hierarchy

Dictionary StandardizationDictionary Standardization
Verb Hierarchy and PP attachment Verb Hierarchy and PP attachment 

VKB records complement VKB records complement PP PP informationinformation

put(iclput(icl>>move(agtmove(agt>>person,objperson,obj>>thing,golthing,gol>>place{loc_prep[inplace{loc_prep[in/on/into/under/over]}))/on/into/under/over]}))

guides guides the analysis system to correctly analyze  the analysis system to correctly analyze  
the complement PPthe complement PP’’ss
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Application of the Hierarchy Application of the Hierarchy 
((contdcontd……))

Verb Hierarchy and UNL Relations Verb Hierarchy and UNL Relations 
sentence frame information in the hierarchy assist sentence frame information in the hierarchy assist 
in handling the oddities in syntax analysis in handling the oddities in syntax analysis 

Consider example 2 and 3Consider example 2 and 3
2. Sam and Sue ate2. Sam and Sue ate
3. Sam and Sue fought 3. Sam and Sue fought 

Entry of Entry of eateat and and fightfight in VKBin VKB
fight(iclfight(icl>>act(agtact(agt>>person,ptnperson,ptn>>person{conj_andperson{conj_and}))}))
eat(icleat(icl>>act(agtact(agt>person))>person))
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Application of the Hierarchy Application of the Hierarchy 
((contdcontd……))

UNL graphs for 1 and 2 UNL graphs for 1 and 2 

Sam and Sue fought

fight

Sam Sue

agt ptn

Sam and Sue ate

eat
agt

:01 Sue

Sam

and
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Hindi Verb Knowledge Base (HVKB)Hindi Verb Knowledge Base (HVKB)

Verbs are selected from Verbs are selected from CIILCIIL Corpus (Central Corpus (Central 
Institute of Indian Languages)Institute of Indian Languages)
Different dictionaries and Corpus is used for Different dictionaries and Corpus is used for 
sense detectionsense detection
Sentence Frame and Case marker Sentence Frame and Case marker 
information is giveninformation is given
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ExampleExample

अिभ य करना
(icl> करना(agt>person, obj>person)

[VOA,VTRANS]

इस काम म उसने अपनी नाराज़गी अिभ य क ।
कसी बात को य करना

Frame:NP1 NP2

Case: NP1_ERG;NP2_NOM 

िलखना
(icl> अिभ य करना{> करना}(agt>person,obj>thing))“

[VTrans,VOA,VOA-ACT] ;

वह अपनी अनुभूितयाँ एक जगह पर िलख रह ह।
िलखकर मन का भाव ूकािशत करना
Frame:NP1 NP 2

Case: NP1_ERG;NP2_NOM 
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ConclusionConclusion

System StatisticsSystem Statistics
EVKB: 6896EVKB: 6896
HVKB: 1500HVKB: 1500
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